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Abstract. The increasing service orientation of today’s Web applica-
tions enables swift reaction on new customer needs by adjusting, extend-
ing or replacing parts of the Web application’s architecture. While this
allows for an agile response to change, it is inappropriate when it comes
to security. Security needs to be treated as a first thought throughout the
entire lifecycle of a Web application. The recently proposed WAMplus
approach does not only offer an expressive, extensible and easy-to-use
way to model a Web application architecture, but also puts a strong
emphasis on the security. In this paper we present an exemplary imple-
mentation of WAMplus using the Sociddea WebID identity management
system known from prior work. There, we show how WebID is used to
identify, describe and authenticate Web applications and services while
taking their protection through WAC and fine-grained data filters into
account.
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1 Introduction

Modern Web applications are facing changing costumer needs, short time to mar-
ket, and an increasing degree of distribution. The service-oriented architecture
(SOA) design pattern supports developing such Web applications by providing
a set of best practices for organizing distributed capabilities. For responding to
change, agile methodology fits well in this context.When it comes to security, how-
ever, it is inappropriate to apply this approachwithout sufficient consideration. Se-
curity needs not to be treated as an afterthought, but as a first thought throughout
the entire lifecycle of a Web application [5]. While there are various tools which
support developers in modeling and building Web applications, they do not holis-
tically address the security of the entire Web application architecture [6].

In a recent work, (author?) proposed the WAMplus approach [8]. It does
not only offer an expressive, extensible and easy-to-use way to model a Web
application architecture, but also puts a strong emphasis on the security.

This work describes a prototypical implementation of the WAMplus approach
into an existing WebID identity provider and management system. By exem-
plarily integrating the approach into Sociddea (http://www.sociddea.com/),
we show its applicability, demonstrate its use in practice and strive to increase
its adoption.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses related work.
Sect. 3 demonstrates the WAMplus approach. Sect. 4 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Model-drivenWeb engineering (MDWE) approaches likeOOWS,UWEorWebML
aim at providing means for a systematic and efficient engineering of Web applica-
tions [3]. Yet, the variety of existing domain-specific and often proprietary model
description languages reduces interoperability. An integral and widely adopted so-
lution for addressing the security topic in MDWE is missing. Dealing with the in-
teroperability concern, semantic vocabularies for describing Web services in RDF
typically consider only one type of service aspect: SAWSDL or OWL-S for SOAP-
based services; SA-REST or ROSM for RESTful services [2]. OpenID or Facebook
Connect arewidely adopted identity management systems [1], but their limited ex-
tensibility makes them inappropriate to directly identify and attach data to Web
applications and services. The Access Control Ontology (ACO) semantically spec-
ifies role-based protection of URI-identifiable resources via RDF-based access con-
trol lists. Compared to WAC, it is not yet widely used [7].

3 Utilizing WAMplus to Model Secure Web Applications

WAMplus enriches the WebComposition Architecture Model (WAM), known
from prior work [4], with 1) semantic descriptions, 2) universal identification,
and 3) protection through fine-grained access control for Web application and
services. The semantic description of Web services allows for dynamic adaption
to interface changes or feature updates. The identification facilitates intercon-
necting components and establishing authentication through WebID. WAMplus
suggests to rely on WAC and customized views for protecting resources, also
including descriptions of Web applications and services, at different granularity
levels [8].

For the description of SOAP-based and RESTful Web services
and to maintain interoperability, we use the WSDL RDF mapping
(http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl20-rdf/) combined with WebID. Being an identity
concept, WebID (http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/webid/spec/) enables
identification and authentication, and facilitates more detailed description. It
consists of three artifacts: The WebID URI refers to a subject, like a Web
service, and links to a WebID profile storing the subject’s identity data and
public keys using Linked Data. WebID profiles rely on RDF to semantically
describe a subject’s attributes. The WebID certificate is an X.509 certificate
that includes a WebID URI identifying the subject. Matching the public key in
both WebID certificate and profile enables subject authentication.

To protect resources and descriptions, the WebAccessControl (WAC)
(http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebAccessControl) is a RDF-based vocabulary that de-
fines access rules for URI-addressable resource. The WebID Profile Filter Lan-
guage enables specifying fine-grained filters to protect data within user
profiles [7].

http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl20-rdf/
http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/webid/spec/
http://www.w3.org/wiki/WebAccessControl
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Fig. 1. WAM example

Combining these technologies facilitates a security-focused modeling of Web
applications and services that also takes interoperability into account.

To demonstrate WAMplus in practice, we prototypically implemented it in the
Sociddea WebID identity provider proposed by (author?) in [7]. Yet, WAMplus
is not limited to this system. Fig. 1 illustrates an example Web application
modeled with WAM. There, a file Web service contains data a photo Web service
intents to use. Sociddea is used here to publish Web service descriptions as
WebID profiles.

Fig. 2. Usage scenario of photo management system showing WAMplus in practice
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As an example, Alice wants to use this photo service to create a new album, as
illustrated by Fig. 2. Her photos are stored on the file service, which is operated
by Bob. When deploying the file service, Bob also published the service descrip-
tion as a WebID profile using Sociddea. He uses the provided graphical user
interface to create a new profile and to add the WSDL RDF description. All fol-
lowing steps are executed during the run-time. Requesting the description of the
file service through the photo service invokes the WebID authentication process
of Sociddea. In the Sociddea system, every request to a resource has to pass the
WAC-type access control rules. Assuming that WAC only allows authenticated
users to access profile resources, the photo service has to authenticate with its
own WebID. Having access to the profile, its WSDL RDF description provides
all necessary information for addressing and binding the service to interact with
it. Consistent linking between the resources is established by the use of predi-
cates like foaf:maker or foaf:knows. If the photo service encounters a problem,
Alice or other services could retrieve the operator’s contact data by following
the WebID URI to Bob’s profile being linked to in the WebID profile of the file
Web service.

Demonstration. For a live demo and further information about Sociddea and
WAMplus visit: http://vsr.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/demo/sociddea/

4 Conclusion

Combining semantic description, universal identification, and access control with
WAM’s modeling capabilities, WAMplus contributes to designing and managing
secure distributed Web applications and services. Our approach assists Web engi-
neers in modeling SOA-basedWeb applications by creating machine-readable big
pictures of their architecture, by using WebID to identify and describe Web ser-
vices with WSDL+RDF, and by protecting resources with WAC and fine-grained
filters. In future work we intend to apply the WAMplus approach in more sce-
narios to discover patterns relevant to the evolution of Web applications. There
we will research the topic of dynamic service replacement and delegation.
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